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We investigate the modification of the Higgs signals from vector boson fusion at the LHC arising from
higher-dimensional effective operators involving quarks, electroweak gauge bosons, and the 125 GeV
scalar discovered in 2012. Taking a few of the admissible dimension-6 operators as illustration, we work
within the framework of the Standard Model effective field theory (SMEFT) and identify kinematic
variables that can reflect the presence of such effective operators. The useful variables turn out to be the
geometric mean of the transverse momenta of the two forward jets produced in vector boson fusion and
the rapidity difference between the two forward jets. We identify the shift in event population caused by the
effective operators in the same, spanned by the above kinematic variables. Minimum values of the Wilson
coefficients of the chosen dimension-6 operators are identified, for which they can be probed at the 3σ level
in the high-luminosity run of the LHC at 14 TeV. Projected exclusion limits on some of the couplings,
obtained from our analysis, can significantly improve the limits on such couplings derived from
electroweak precision data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has been
proven to be remarkably successful in explaining most
observations, starting from low-energy observables in weak
decays to multiparticle production at the LHC. The last
knot in the SM thread appears to be tied now, when it is
established that the 125 GeV scalar discovered in 2012 is
responsible (at least dominantly) in electroweak symmetry
breaking and mass generation. Unfortunately, the SM is
unable to account for the measured relic density, nonzero
neutrino mass, baryon-antibaryon asymmetry, etc., along
with aesthetic issues like fine-tuning in Higgs boson mass.
It is a general consensus that it is a part of a more
fundamental and complete theory which will be revealed
to us at some higher energy scale. With the hope of testing
the limitations of the SM, experimental results from the
LHC have not revealed any hint of any such theory so far.
However, the LHC is more than a particle discovery

machine. We are entering an era of precision measure-
ments as the high-luminosity run is close to its takeoff.
Uncovering traces of new physics in the high-luminosity
run is still a well-founded hope, if theoretical predictions
can capture the deviation from SM with appropriate para-
metrization. It is in this spirit that effective operators are
introduced, involving the SM fields. Such operators encap-
sulate contributions potentially arising from physics lying
beyond the reach of direct searches, by modifying kin-
ematical features of various final states especially in the
high-energy tails. Therein lies the essential role of Standard
Model effective field theory (SMEFT) [3–7].
In this formulation, it is assumed that if there is any new

physics associated with the electroweak symmetry break-
ing sector the Higgs observed at the LHC is still a part of an
SUð2ÞL doublet, the SM gauge invariance holds, and no
additional light degrees of freedom relevant to the Higgs
observables, are present in the spectrum. SMEFT inter-
actions can be expressed as an operator expansion in
inverse powers of a high energy scale, Λ,

LSMEFT ¼ LSM þ
X
i;n

CðnÞ
i

Λn−4 O
ðnÞ
i þ… ð1Þ

Here, the leading-order term is the complete

SM Lagrangian, and OðnÞ
i are operators with mass

dimension-n, constructed from the SM fields, and all of
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the beyond the SM (BSM) physics effects reside in the

coefficient CðnÞ
i . The leading-order new physics effects

that are associated with the effective field theory (EFT)
operators, apart from a dimension-5 operator that con-
tributes to neutrino masses, are of dimension 6.
Neglecting flavor, there are 59 possible operators at
dimension 6 [8,9].
At the LHC, the second most copious source for SM

Higgs, next to the gluon fusion channel, is the vector
boson fusion (VBF) mechanism [10]. This process has a
rich kinematic structure with two forward tagging jets
and little hadronic activity in the rapidity interval
between them, resulting in clean samples of signal events
and allowing for measuring the properties of Higgs with
gauge bosons and fermions. Modifications from anoma-
lous Higgs-gauge boson coupling (henceforth called
HVV coupling) to VBF have been evaluated in
Refs. [11–18]. Constraints on the higher-dimensional
operators have been extensively studied on the basis of
electroweak precision test and global fits of Higgs data in
Refs. [19–25].
In this paper, we show that the dynamics of the forward

tagging jets is sensitive to some additional effective
interactions leading to Higgs boson production using the
same final states as those studied for the VBF channel. We
will critically look at the kinematic distributions of the
tagging jets instead of looking for the Higgs decay products
in the rapidity gap between two forward jets. We have used
the γγ decay channel of the Higgs boson in our analysis.
However, our main focus will be on the jet observables, and
our method does not crucially depend on the Higgs decay
modes. Consequently, other decay modes of Higgs (like
τþτ−, WW�, etc.) can also be used in our analysis. When
the contributions from all other channels are added,
exclusion or discovery limits derived in our analysis are
expected to improve further. The novelty of our study lies in
the following points:
(1) Although the role of jet kinematics in VBF has been

studied in earlier works [26–28], we point out some
hitherto unexplored kinematic features which can
play crucial roles in differentiating the effects of
additional operators from those of SM-driven VBF,
looking at the same final states. We illustrate this by
using some higher-dimensional operators which
accentuate this difference.

(2) The additional operators introduced here carry
Lorentz structures that are distinct from the SM-
induced one. The response of the event selection
criteria are correspondingly different. We not only
highlighted such difference but also attempted to
utilise them in kinematic effects, by means of a
correlated two-dimensional analysis between the
geometric mean of the transverse momenta of the
two forward jets produced in VBF and the rapidity
difference between the two forward jets.

(3) Although it may have been noticed earlier, we
underline the importance of bin-by-bin statistical
significance in differential distributions, when it
comes to distinguishing the additional dimension-
6 operators, inducing new interactions of four-point
vertices of the form qqVH; ðV ¼ W�; ZÞ.

(4) We have duly estimated the next-to-leading-
order (NLO) QCD corrections to VBF Higgs pro-
duction in the presence of dimension-6 operators.
The NLO QCD effect positively adds up to the
leading-order (LO) rate without significantly affect-
ing the overall shape of the kinematic distribution,
albeit, improving the distinctness from the SM in
most of the bins.

The outline of the paper is the following. In Sec. II, we
review the basics of the effective field theory framework
necessary for VBF Higgs production and discuss the
motivation of this study followed by results of
Monte Carlo study in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the effects of
new dimension-6 interactions are analyzed in the differ-
ential distributions of jet observables, by allowing one
nonzero SMEFT coupling to vary at a time. We describe
our phenomenological analyses in the VBF process by
studying the sensitivity of these observables, along with the
dependence on the LHC center-of-mass energy; our main
findings are summarized in Sec. V.

II. OVERVIEW OF SMEFT OPERATORS
RELEVANT FOR VBF HIGGS SIGNAL

We focus on the general set of dimension-6 gauge-
invariant operators which give modifications in the VBF
Higgs production. To facilitate our discussion, we present
in Fig. 1 the Feynman diagrams, which, by virtue of SM
interactions and dimension-6 effective operators, contribute
to VBF amplitude. Black dots on some of the vertices of
diagrams (b), (c), and (d) stand for possible inclusion of one
of the higher-dimensional operators [4,8] listed below:

(i) The dimension-6 operators contain the SU(2) Higgs
doublet φ and its derivatives:

OH□ ¼ ðφ†φÞ□ðφ†φÞ;
OHD ¼ ðφ†DμφÞ⋆ðφ†DμφÞ: ð2Þ

These operators modify the SM Higgs couplings to
other particles by multiplicative factors without
bringing in any new Lorentz structure. This amounts
to a renormalization of the Higgs field. Here,
the covariant derivative Dμ has the usual meaning
and contains SUð2ÞL, Uð1ÞY gauge couplings and
bosons.

(ii) The operators that induce fermion-fermion-gauge-
Higgs (qqVh) or fermion-fermion-gauge (qqV)
interactions leading to the amplitudes like (c) or
(d) in VBF are
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Oð1Þ
Hq ¼ ðφ†iD

↔

μφÞðq̄pγμqrÞ;
Oð3Þ

Hq ¼ ðφ†iD
↔I

μφÞðq̄pτIγμqrÞ
OHu ¼ ðφ†iD

↔

μφÞðūpγμurÞ;
OHd ¼ ðφ†iD

↔

μφÞðd̄pγμdrÞ
OHud ¼ iðφ̃†DμφÞðūpγμdrÞ; ð3Þ

where we define φ†iD
↔

μφ ¼ φ†Dμφ − ðDμφÞ†φ and

φ†iD
↔I

μφ ¼ φ†τIDμφ − ðDμφÞ†τIφ. We use the nota-
tion of q for the quark doublet under SUð2ÞL and u,
d for the SUð2Þ singlet quarks, and p and r are
generation indices.
Excepting the operator OHud (which induces a

right-handed charged current), the VBF amplitudes

constructed from any of these four operators Oð3Þ
Hq,

Oð1Þ
Hq, OHu, and OHd interfere with the SM am-

plitude.
(iii) Another set of operators can induce qqVh or qqV

interactions. While their structure indicates that they
are of magnetic dipole type and are different from
the earlier ones, the presence of explicit dependence
on the momentum of the gauge bosons in such
operators due to the gauge field strengths will play a
significant role in jet kinematics in which we are
interested in this analysis:

OuW ¼ ðq̄pσμνurÞτIφ̃WI
μν;

OdW ¼ ðq̄pσμνdrÞτIφWI
μν

OuB ¼ ðq̄pσμνurÞφ̃Bμν;

OdB ¼ ðq̄pσμνdrÞφBμν: ð4Þ

Neglecting fermion masses, the dipole operators
connect fermions of different helicities. Conse-
quently, VBF amplitudes constructed out of such
operators [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] do not interfere with
the SM amplitudes.

(iv) Finally, there exist anomalous HVV interactions
arising from the following set of dimension-6
operators [4,8]:

OHW ¼ φ†φWI
μνWIμν; OHB ¼ φ†φBμνBμν;

OHWB ¼ φ†τIφWI
μνBμν: ð5Þ

These operators modify HVV couplings by intro-
ducing new Lorentz structure in the Lagrangian.
Consequently, new VBF amplitudes [Fig. 1(b)]
arising from such interactions add to the SM
amplitude.

We present above a complete set of operators, which can
modify the SM VBF Higgs signal. However, we illustrate

our main points by using as samples the operators Oð1Þ
Hq,

Oð3Þ
Hq, and OuW , and our study focuses on the important

effect of differently structured interactions in the selection
efficiencies and kinematic observables. Moreover, the
method developed here is of general utility in studying
all possible higher-dimensional operators. For instance,
OfW andOfB operators differ in the cross section by a total
factor tan2θW. Also, as can be seen from the discussion of
Fig. 2 in the following section, operators involving purely
bosonic fields modify the VBF rates to a lesser extent than
what fermionic operators do. We refer the reader to the
discussion on Fig. 2 in the next section, which will
hopefully clarify why these three operators can be treated
as representative.
A comment about the numerical values of operator

coefficients C
Λ2, used in the following analysis, is relevant

at this point. The ultimate guideline for the numerical
values to be used lies in the available data from experi-

ments.Oð1Þ
Hq andO

ð3Þ
Hq lead to Z andW couplings to fermions

with Lorentz structure similar to the SM. The electroweak
precision measurements at LEP-I and LEP-II lead to
stringent constraints on the Wilson coefficients of these
operators. A global fit of electroweak observables to LEP
data [29,30] leads to bounds on effective vector and axial-
vector coupling of a pair of fermions to a Z boson, which

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 1. Representative Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs production via vector boson fusion topology. (a) is the SM process,
while (b) and (c) processes involve the anomalous couplings of Higgs with gauge bosons and fermions, respectively. Diagram
(d) involves the contact interaction between the Higgs, gauge boson, and fermions denoted with a blob.
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can be, in turn, translated into bounds at 95% C.L. on

j C
ð1;3Þ
Hq

Λ2 j, which is 1.11 TeV−2. Similar constraints cannot be
imposed on CuW due to the chiral structure of OuW .
However, one can think of imposing bounds on CuW by
considering its contribution to the anomalous magnetic
moment of the u quark at tree level. But for the light quarks,
(g − 2) is hard to extract in a model-independent way and is
therefore subjected to large uncertainties [31].
Experimentally measured rates of nuclear beta decay as

well as leptonic and semileptonic decays of pions and
kaons and also constrain the couplings in which we are
interested. For example, the allowed uncertainty of the pion

form factor implies
jCð3Þ

Hqj
Λ2 < 1.64 TeV−2 at 90% C.L. [32].

The aforementioned operators are also subjected to
the constraints imposed by the LHC data. In Table I,
we have listed the bounds taking one operator at a time,
obtained by comparing the expected cross section with
experimental data from ATLAS and CMS collaborations
[33–36].

The most stringent limits on
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 ,
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 , and
CuW

Λ2 arise from
the measured cross section, of associated production of
Higgs with a vector boson (Vh production) because of
higher accuracy in its measurement.
As already mentioned, OH□ and OHD will renormalize

the Higgs wave function, and in turn, it will modify all the
Higgs observables. We have obtained bounds on these two
operators by comparing the Higgs production rate via VBF
with ATLAS data [35]. The 95% confidence intervals for
these couplings are listed in the Table II. However, this set
of operators will not give us Higgs couplings to other SM
particles with new Lorentz structure and will only rescale
the Higgs interactions. These contributions, thus, not
changing the momentum structures of the vertices involved,
are of limited interest to investigate the effects of such
operators any further, in our study.
Some theoretical considerations are also important, and

we now pay some attention to these. A guiding principle is
a good high-energy behavior of the scattering amplitudes
on the inclusion of higher-dimensional operators involving
such coupling. The scattering amplitudes constructed out of
such effective operators must satisfy the unitarity bound,
namely, jRe a0j < 0.5, where a0 is the lowest partial wave

TABLE I. 95% C.L. lower and upper limits (right column) on
the relevant couplings ð CΛ2Þ of selected dimension-6 operators
(left column) obtained from comparing theoretical predictions
with the combined ATLAS and CMS cross section measurements
[33–36] from 13 TeV run of the LHC.

Zh; h → bb̄ 95% C.L. allowed range

Oð3Þ
Hq

ð−0.94; 0.41Þ ðTeV−2Þ
Oð1Þ

Hq
ð−0.72; 0.61Þ ðTeV−2Þ

OuW ð−0.68; 0.68Þ ðTeV−2Þ

Wh; h → bb̄ 95% C.L. allowed range

Oð3Þ
Hq

ð−1.11; 0.43Þ ðTeV−2Þ
OuW ð−0.82; 0.82Þ ðTeV−2Þ

VBF; h → ττ̄ 95% C.L. allowed range

Oð1Þ
Hq

ð−5.4; 4.27Þ ðTeV−2Þ
Oð3Þ

Hq
ð−1.56; 3.7Þ ðTeV−2Þ

OuW ð−2.06; 2.06Þ ðTeV−2Þ

TABLE II. 95% C.L. allowed range (right column) on the
relevant couplings ð CΛ2Þ of selected dimension-6 operators (left
column) obtained from comparing theoretical predictions with
ATLAS [35] from the 13 TeV run of the LHC.

OH□ ð−41.24; 8.28Þ ðTeV−2Þ
OHD ð−17.57; 25.4Þ ðTeV−2Þ

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Variation of ratio of cross sections at 14 and 13 TeV for pp → hjjð→ γγjjÞwith (a) CHW , CHB, CHWB and (b) Cð1Þ
Hq, C

ð3Þ
Hq, CuW .
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amplitude. The violation of unitarity appears at energies of
a few TeV for the values of Wilson coefficients allowed by
the Higgs data, with the exact value depending upon the
specific choice of operators and the process under consid-
eration. A simplified unitarity analysis qq̄ → Vh leads to an

upper bound of 2.82, 8.81, and 1.41 TeV−2 on j C
ð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 j, j C
ð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 j,
and j CuW

Λ2 j, respectively, assuming an incoming parton
inside a proton carries typically 1 TeV of energy at
the LHC.
In the subsequent study, keeping such constraints in

mind, the effective coupling strengths need to be consistent
with the electroweak data, partial wave unitarity, and the
Higgs measurements. Within such constraints, we concen-

trate on the effective operators Oð1Þ
Hq, O

ð3Þ
Hq, and OuW and

examine their role in modifying the VBF rates. The
following sections contain a description of our strategy
and results.

III. COLLIDER ANALYSIS

We implemented the effective Lagrangian of SMEFT in
FeynRules [37]. MadGraph-5 [38] has been used to generate
parton-level events. The SM cross sections have been
estimated at the NLO as implemented in MadGraph-5.
While generating events driven by new physics, we assume
that only LO SMEFT contribution is absorbed within the
Wilson coefficient of the dimension-6 operators. We use the
NNPDF23NLO parton distribution function [39] with renorm-
alization and factorization scale equal to half the Higgs
mass (μR ¼ μF ¼ mH

2
). We also checked that the results with

other scale choice (viz., at the scalar sum of transverse
momentum of all final-state products) do not differ by more
than 5%. The pp → hð→ γγÞjj is generated atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV. The events are passed through PYTHIA 8

[40] for parton showering and hadronization. We per-
formed the detector simulation in DELPHES [41] for ana-
lyzing the hadron-level events. The jets are reconstructed
by following the anti-kt algorithm using FASTJET [42].
We start by reminding the reader that we would like to

investigate how the VBF Higgs signal gets modified in the
presence of new dimension-6 operators. To present our
case, we confine to the diphoton decay channel of the
Higgs boson. To validate our analysis, we applied the
ATLAS [43] cut flow listed in Table III, described in
Ref. [44], to the SM VBF Higgs production followed by its
diphoton decay. As a preselection requirement, we selected
events with photons with minimum transverse momentum
of 25 GeV, within jηj < 2.37 and separated from each other
with ΔR > 0.4. The jets are reconstructed with radius
parameter 0.4 with minimum 30 GeV transverse momen-
tum and within jηj < 4.5. Note that the cuts as listed in
Table III are optimized to keep out the background to VBF
in the form of Higgs production via gluon production along
with two jets and also non-Higgs backgrounds.

The net efficiency of our selection cuts (0.153) agree
with Ref. [44] (0.163) rather closely. The purpose of this
exercise is overall validation of our MC, so we can extract
the efficiencies of the same cut flow when dimension-6
SMEFT operators are included within our own setup.
As already mentioned in the previous section, several

operators can modify the SM VBF Higgs signal. The total
rates and their ratios at two different center-of-mass
energies can uncover signatures of the new and anomalous
couplings of Higgs to other SM particles. In general, the
energy dependence of the rates can be sensitive to the
effective operators. We study now, the ratio of VBF Higgs
cross sections at 14 and 13 TeV (at the LHC), keeping one
of the aforementioned dimension-6 operators nonzero at a
time along with the SM. The Higgs production cross
section is expected to be more sensitive to the energy of
collision in the presence of any of the higher-dimensional
operators than in the situation when production dynamics is
solely controlled by the SM.
The variations of the ratios of the cross section at the

LHC center-of-mass energy at 14 to 13 TeVare presented in
Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, with varying Wilson
coefficient values of various dimension-6 operators. The
effects of the different operators to show up to different
degrees in such a ratio. A gray line (corresponding to the
value of the ratio of 1.268) parallel to the x axis in both the
plots represents the SM case, where the relative enhance-
ment of the cross section is mainly due to parton flux
evaluated at 14 TeV vis-à-vis that at 13 TeV.
A look into Fig. 2(a) reveals that the bosonic operators

(OHW , OHB, and OHWB) have a mild effect on the VBF
Higgs cross section in contributing to the SM. For values of

TABLE III. Relative efficiencies of each of the experimental
cuts and the expected number of events for the signal cross
section in the H → γγ channel, for the Higgs production via
vector boson fusion, for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 at
the 14 TeV LHC.

Cut
Ref. [44]
efficiency

Our MC
efficiency Events

Preselection � � � � � � 15841
Njets ≥ 2 0.838 0.852 13497
Nb−jet ¼ 0 0.968 0.997 13456
jΔηjjj > 3 0.756 0.798 10738
ηj1 · ηj2 < 0 0.987 0.982 10545
Mjj > 600 (GeV) 0.796 0.846 8921
Nγ ¼ 2 0.657 0.612 5459
IR¼0.4
γ < 15% 0.998 0.996 5438
ΔRmin

γj > 1.5 0.886 0.823 4475
jΔΦγγ;jjj > 1.5 0.976 0.953 4265
ΔΦj1;j2 < 2 0.610 0.583 2486
122 < Mγγ < 128 ðGeVÞ 0.996 0.998 2481
ymin
j1;2

< yh < ymax
j1;2

0.984 0.977 2424
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Ci=Λ2 varying in the range ½−1∶0� TeV−2, the deviation of

the ratio from its SM value is the least for Oð1Þ
Hq in

comparison to other two fermionic operators as shown
in Fig. 2(b). In the same range of values of Ci=Λ2, the
OHW-driven ratio would deviate the most, from its SM
value, in comparison to two other bosonic operators, OHB
and OHWB. However, the CHW-driven ratio is less pro-

nounced everywhere in this range of Ci=Λ2 than the Cð1Þ
Hq-

driven ratio. The ratio changes by 0.92% for Cð1Þ
Hq, whereas

for CHW, it changes by 0.32% for Ci=Λ2 in the range
½−1∶0� TeV−2. Similarly, for positive values of Wilson
coefficients, the CHB-driven ratio deviates the most from
the SM value, and in the same range, the least deviation

occurs due to Oð3Þ
Hq. However, the latter is greater in

magnitude than the CHB-driven ratio in the range
½0∶1� TeV−2. In a nutshell, for a given value of C

Λ2, any
of the dimension-6 operators involving the interaction of
quarks, gauge, and Higgs can modify the SM cross section
more than any of the operators involving anomalous
coupling of bosons and Higgs only. Henceforth, we will

only investigate the effects ofOð1Þ
Hq,O

ð3Þ
Hq, andOuW , from the

aforementioned groups of dimension-6 operators as they
modify the VBF cross section the most.
We have also estimated the strength of VBF Higgs

production cross section for different values of effective
couplings normalized to the SM cross section. Our finding
on which operator gives the maximum effect remains
unchanged. In Fig. 3, the variations of cross section ratios
are presented. One can easily see from Fig. 3 that in case of
the operators involving two fermions a gauge boson and a
Higgs (right panel) difference of the ratios from unity are
more pronounced than the cases involving the bosonic
operators (left panel).

The enhancement of cross section in case of dimension-6
operators involving fermions can be accounted for by the
absence of an extra propagator which is present in the SM-
like VBF processes involving the bosonic operators. Most
of the high-energy contribution due to these operators has
an amplitude that is distinct from the SM contribution
because of a quadratic growth with respect to the
Mandelstam variable t.

A comment is in order here. Two of our operators (Oð1Þ
Hq

and Oð3Þ
Hq) do interfere with the SM contributions, while

OuW does not. One thus expects new contributions propor-
tional to both 1

Λ2 and 1
Λ4. While it is expected in a general

study to include all the contributions in a given order
( 1Λ2 ; 1

Λ4), we are illustrating our points in the context of a
simplified scenario when one new operator arises at a time.
The discussion otherwise becomes so nontransparent and
unwieldy that our main emphasis, namely, the influence of
the differently structured operators on jet kinematics, is
lost. In the same spirit, when we are considering contri-
butions up to quadratic order, ðO ∼ 1

Λ4Þ, we have neglected
the existence of additional dimension-8 operators which
could participate at the same order. We reiterate that such
simplemindedness gives us the chance to explore the
physical content of each operator.
The dependence of the efficiency (of the cuts)1 on a

particular Wilson coefficient will largely be controlled by
interference with SM amplitudes. This feature will be more
clearly revealed if the efficiency of the cuts (listed in
Table III) is parametrized as a function of the Wilson
coefficients.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Variation of ratio of cross sections of VBF Higgs production in presence of dimension-6 operators to the SM cross section of

the same at 14 TeV with (a) CHW , CHB, CHWB and (b) Cð1Þ
Hq, C

ð3Þ
Hq, CuW .

1The efficiency as a function of the parameters Ci is defined as

ϵγγþ2-jetsðCiÞ ¼ ½σðpp→Hqq→γγjjÞ�VBFAfter Cuts
½σðpp→Hqq→γγjjÞ�VBFBefore Cuts

.
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Efficiencies are found to be second-order polynomial
functions of the Wilson coefficients. We calculate the total
cross section in thepresenceofhigher-dimensional operators
at LO, in corroborating the fact that any higher-order
correction can affect the dependence of the cross section
on the coefficient of dimension-6 operators nontrivially
[45,46]. Each power of coefficient Ci is suppressed by Λ2.
For various choicesof this cutoff scaleΛ, the coefficientswill
be scaled according to the power of Ci involved. We have
neglected any contribution from dimension-8 operators to
the signal. The error due to this truncation at dimension-6
level cannot be estimated in a model-independent way [47].
The efficiency corresponding to each of the coefficients

Ci can be expressed as

ϵγγþ2−jetsðVBFÞðCð1Þ
HqÞ

¼
ð0.6553þ Cð1Þ

Hq

Λ2 0.02327þ
�
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2

�
2
0.04144Þ

ð4.26þ Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 0.1905þ
�
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2

�
2
0.3462Þ

;

ϵγγþ2−jetsðVBFÞðCð3Þ
HqÞ

¼
ð0.6553 − Cð3Þ

Hq

Λ2 0.3808þ
�
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2

�
2
0.16604Þ

ð4.26 − Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 2.373þ
�
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2

�
2
1.347Þ

;

ϵγγþ2−jetsðVBFÞðCuWÞ

¼ ð0.6553þ ðCuW
Λ2 Þ20.27Þ

ð4.26þ ðCuW
Λ2 Þ22.76Þ

; ð6Þ

where the coefficients Ci
Λ2 are in units of TeV−2.

Some clarification is in order at this stage. The quantities
of the form C

Λ2 are intrinsically dimensionful; therefore,
j C
Λ2 j ≃ 1 in this unit does not necessarily imply a break-
down of the EFT expansion. It means that the UV
completion of our effective Lagrangian is a strongly
coupled theory for large Λ, while for relatively small Λ,
it entails a weak UV completion. Furthermore, for example,
in the first line of Eq. (6), the term proportional to the

square of
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 exceeds the interference term in this limit,
which may raise questions about the validity of the EFT
expansion. However, such a doubt is dispelled, so long as
the interference of the subsequent dimension-8 terms with
the SM amplitude remains smaller than the aforementioned
quadratic terms. It may be legitimately expected that such
an interference term is indeed smaller due to the occurrence
of g2SM in it, so long as the energy dependence of the Wilson
coefficients in the dimension-8 terms is similar to that in the
dimension-6 square terms [18,47]. This hopefully conveys
an idea about the scope of Eq. (6).
In Fig. 4, we show how efficiency depends on the Wilson

coefficients, Cð1Þ
Hq, C

ð3Þ
Hq, and CuW . A small range of Ci

ðj Ci
Λ2 j < 1 TeV−2Þ consistent with unitarity and LEP limits

has been used in these plots for illustration. We recover the
SM efficiency ϵSM ≃ 0.153, for zero values of these
couplings. A symmetric nature of the green curve corre-
sponding to CuW reveals the noninterfering nature of
corresponding operator, OuW with the SM. Here, the
Oð 1

Λ4Þ term in the cross section contains the leading

BSM effect. The other two, namely, Oð1Þ
Hq and Oð3Þ

Hq, do
interfere with SM amplitudes, albeit differently, which can
be easily realized by the presence of a positive (negative)
sign in front of linear (in Ci) terms in the expressions of
efficiencies in Eq. (6). The linear dependence of the cross

section onCð3Þ
Hq is more sensitive than that onCð1Þ

Hq; however,
including the full amplitude squared guarantees it to be
positive definite and would facilitate distinguishing it from
the SM. A naive scaling of the SM coupling alone by a
multiplicative factor does not change of efficiency of cuts.
The efficiency as a function of Ci

Λ2 alone gives us limited
information about how much an operator can modify the
VBF Higgs cross section from its SM value. The accep-
tance of these operators is not the same in the same regions
of phase space, and we must take into account the total and
differential cross section along with the efficiency to predict
the above modification.
We are now ready to investigate how the chosen

dimension-6 operators may affect the various kinematic
distributions. Our emphasis will be on those kinematic
variables which can be constructed out of the 4-momenta of
tagging jets. Our aim is to extract maximum information
from the jet observables without looking at the Higgs boson
decay products so that the strategy followed in this article
could be used for any other decay channels of Higgs boson
produced via the VBF mechanism.
In the following, we will illustrate few of them in which

we find the new physics effect is prominent. A value of
C
Λ2 ¼ 0.3 TeV−2 has been used in these distributions.

FIG. 4. Efficiency of VBF cuts (ϵ) as a function of Ci

Λ2 in the
h → γγ channel at 14 TeV.
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The foremost is the geometric mean of pT of forward
jets, pT12ð≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pT1pT2
p Þ distribution2 as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Sensitivity to dimension-6 operators is more pronounced at
the tails of pT12 of the jets when we compare them with the
SM. A few important aspects of this distribution are worth
noting:

(i) BothOð1Þ
Hq andO

ð3Þ
Hq interfere with the SM amplitude.

The solid lines correspond to positive values of
Wilson coefficients. The corresponding dashed lines
correspond to negative values of the coefficients.
The former (green solid line) enhances the event
population steadily with increasing bins of pT12 with
respect to the SM (blue line). However, the absolute
value for the excess events from the SM keeps on
decreasing.

(ii) The operator Oð3Þ
Hq (yellow line) has destructive

interference with SM, which is evident from the
suppression of number of events in moderately low
pT12 bins (< 350 GeV) in comparison to the SM,
while for pT12 bins (>350 GeV), there is substantial
contribution due to the quadratic contribution of this
operator in this region of phase space, relative to the
destructive interference. The sign of the Wilson

coefficient Cð3Þ
Hq does not affect the hardness of the

distribution in these regions as is noticeable from
the distribution corresponding to negative value of
the EFT coupling.

(iii) OuW does not interfere with the SM. The presence of
an explicit momentum (of the weak gauge boson) in
the coupling helps in producing a higher number of
jets with high pT .

(iv) If a negative departure from the SM is observed in
the measured pT12 (or pT) distribution(s) of the
leading forward jets in VBF events, that not only
points toward a new interaction but also ensures a

specific form of new physics, e.g., either Oð1Þ
Hq

or Oð3Þ
Hq.

Next, we look at the distribution of rapidity separation of
the forward jet pair [Fig. 5(b)]. The shapes of the
distributions are similar, however, with different normal-
izations due to the interfering or noninterfering nature of
the corresponding dimension-6 operators. Nevertheless, a
careful look at this plot reveals that events with smaller
Δηjj (< 4) are mostly generated by these higher-dimen-
sional operators, which implies that the events originating
from new physics are characterized with two forward jets
with smaller rapidity separation at least for the operators

Oð1Þ
Hq andOuW . This observation, in association with the fact

that new physics events appear with high pT jets, can help
us in separating the new physics rich phase-space region
from the SM. We demonstrate the correlation between two
variables Δηjj and pT12 in Fig. 6, in which it is found that
the populated regions in the pT12 − Δηjj space display a
shift when the new physics effects due to higher-dimen-
sional operators are included.
Before we delve into a discussion of such a correlation

between Δηjj and pT12, let us comment on the method that
we have followed to obtain such a distribution. Although
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FIG. 5. (a) pT12, geometric mean of leading jet pTs and (b) Δηjj, rapidity separation between leading jet pair distributions, in SM and
SMEFT. The differential distribution of events are presented with 3000 fb−1 data at 14 TeV LHC. For the EFT predictions, we have

chosen
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 ¼ 0.3 TeV−2 (green, solid),
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 ¼ 0.3 TeV−2 (yellow, solid), and CuW

Λ2 ¼ 0.3 TeV−2 (red, solid). The dashed lines in
(a) represent the same values of the respective Wilson coefficients but with negative signs.

2In the presence of dimension-6 operators, both the forward
jets have higher pT compared to the SM case. To capture this
enhancement in one distribution, we choose pT12 instead of
individual pT of the tagging jets.
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new physics effects are visible in the pT12 distributions of
the tagging forward jets, for high pT12 values [see Fig. 5
(a)], the difference between the SM and new physics is not
prominent in the distribution of rapidity separation between
the jets [see Fig. 5(b)]. Because of a large cross section of
VBF Higgs production in the SM, any small modification
due to the dimension-6 SMEFT operators, in the shape of
kinematic distributions, becomes less distinct, particularly
in the Δηjj plot. It is these small relative differences
between the EFT and the SM predictions that we are
interested in, as they drive the sensitivity of new physics.
Therefore, to highlight any modification due to these new
interactions, we have subtracted, bin by bin, the number of
events predicted purely by the SM from the total number of
events obtained in the presence of any of the aforemen-
tioned dimension-6 operators along with SM. We study the
regions satisfying this criterion [48]. Experimentally, this
amounts to subtracting the purely SM prediction from the
experimental data, an exercise that is reasonably reliable in
view of the extensive studies on SM contribution to VBF.
The effect of this subtraction is evident as one can see the
different position of peaks (red regions) of the two-dimen-
sional histograms.

Some salient features of such a double differential
distribution are as follows:

(i) The region with moderate pT12 ranging from 50
to 400 GeV (with mean value at 100 GeV) and
Δηjj around 5.2 (red color indicates larger larger
number of events) is mostly populated by SM
VBF-Higgs events. The central region is depleted
of any hadronic activity due to the color singlet
(in this case electroweak gauge bosons) exchange in
the t channel.

(ii) Regions with high values of (>100 GeV and ex-
tending up to 700 GeV) and relatively smaller
rapidity gaps (Δηjj ≤ 4) are populated by the new
physics events.

(iii) These new vertices tend to push pT of jets to higher
values and these hard jets are at small Δηjj gap
compared to SM. Such a correlation is most promi-
nent for CuW, which have jΔηjjj distribution peaking
around 4. The effects of other two operators, too,
extend to jet-pT values as high as 700 GeV. We urge
the experimentalists to revisit the VBF data and
ascertain or rule out the presence of events in the
above region in the pT12 − Δηjj plane.
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FIG. 6. Two-dimensional histograms showing the correlation of the rapidity gap of jets Δηjj with pT12, the geometric mean of pT of
two leading jets at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV. The z axis indicates the normalized frequency of events, in arbitrary units. The SM contributions in the
absence of dimension-6 interactions have been subtracted in (b), (c), and (d). C

Λ2 ¼ 0.3 TeV−2 has been assumed in (b), (c), and (d).
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IV. SENSITIVITY OF THE VBF SIGNAL
TO NEW INTERACTIONS

We are now ready to quantify the sensitivity of VBF
Higgs signal to the Wilson coefficients of the higher-
dimensional operators that we have been using in our
discussion. We calculated the projected significance in the
vector boson fusion channel for illustrative values of Ci

Λ2, for
14 TeV LHC at 3000 fb−1 luminosity. The significance Z
[49] is defined as follows:

Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

�
ðSþ BÞLog

�
1þ S

B

�
− S

�s
ð7Þ

Signal (S) is defined as S ¼ jNH
BSM − NH

SMj. Here, N is
the number of events for a given time integrated luminosity.
We emphasize that generation of our signal events com-
prises all the topologies (driven by the SM and EFT
couplings) leading to the pp → hð→ γγÞjj final states.
Such final-state topologies can arise from Higgs production
via VBF, in association with a W=Z or via gluon fusion
process. Although these processes may interfere, the
invariant mass of the two leading jets is itself a powerful
discriminating variable that permits us to exclusively select
final states arising from the VBF mechanism. The quantity
B is defined as NH

SM þ NNH
SM. NH

BSMðSMÞ in our signal

consists of the number of VBF Higgs events in the SM.
We have also included, in the VBF-enriched phase space,
the number of SM Higgs events produced via the gluon
fusion channel and Vh channel that are allowed by VBF
selection cuts, and finally, NNH

SM is the number of non-Higgs
events (leading to the same final state with two photons and
two jets) in the SM3 allowed by the VBF selection cuts.
Higgs boson production via gluon fusion (ggF) and in

association with a W=Z also contaminates the VBF-Higgs
cross section. The rate of production of a Higgs boson via
ggF and passing through VBF selection criteria is estimated
to be 30% [50] of the true VBF Higgs cross section. To
optimize our event rates, we impose a cut on rapidity gap
between the tagged forward jets of 3 instead of 4 and an
invariant mass of at least 600 GeV for the tagged forward
jet pair, instead of 400 GeV used in Ref. [50]. We assume
Higgs production cross section due to ggF passing through
VBF selection criteria is 40% that of true VBF cross
section. Higgs boson production in association with a Z or
W bosons can also contribute to VBF signal. However, a
demand of high invariant mass (Mjj > 600 GeV) of a pair
of jets appearing in the opposite hemisphere ðη1η2 < 0Þ
controls this background. Finally, we add another 40% of
the true VBF cross section to background (B) to also take
into account the SM contribution from non-Higgs events

producing photons and jets passing VBF selection cuts.
One, thus, arrives at 815 background events at 3000 fb−1,
which is larger than the expected background estimates of
780 events at 3000 fb−1 in Ref. [44]. Therefore, if we have
made an error, it is on the conservative side.
To see how sensitive Z is to the Wilson coefficients, we

estimate Z, in two different ways. The first one of them is
by plugging into Eq. (7) the total cross sections of signal
and background subjected to the cuts. In addition, we
calculate Z, by comparing signal strength with background
in bins of pT12. In the following, both the results along with
their implication will be presented.
In Fig. 7, we present the variation of Z with Ci

Λ2 for an
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The key features
emerging from Fig. 7 are as follows:

(i) Of all operators that we have considered, Oð3Þ
Hq can

modify the SM cross section the most. Negative

values of the Wilson coefficients ofOð3Þ
Hq increase the

cross section from its SM prediction more than
the positive values. A 3σ signal significance over the
background can be achieved even for small values

of
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 ∈ ð−0.13; 0.14Þ TeV−2.
(ii) The operator Oð1Þ

Hq involves a left-handed charged
current of fermions with a weak gauge boson and
Higgs. The positive values of Wilson coefficients of
this operator enhance the cross section more than
negative coupling strength. Signal stands over the
background at 3σ level for Ci

Λ2 ≃ 0.45 TeV−2,
whereas, for Ci

Λ2 ≃ −0.8 TeV−2, the 2.6σ effect can
be barely achieved.

(iii) The dipole operator OuW along with the SM results
in the largest cross section of all three operators that
we have considered. Despite having the lowest
selection efficiency, the cross section is large enough
for signal to stand against the background with 3σ
significance for j Ci

Λ2 j> 0.22 TeV−2.
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FIG. 7. SignificanceZ (calculated using total cross sections) as a
function of Ci

Λ2 at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV, 3000 fb−1 for pp → hð→ γγÞjj.

3The non-Higgs backgrounds consist of nonresonant produc-
tion of a diphoton, a single photon, and fake photons in
association with more than one jet.
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(iv) Figure 7 reveals j C
ð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 j < 0.14 TeV−2, which seems
to be a clear improvement over the limit derived on
the same coupling from LEP electroweak data and
Higgs data. Similar but less improvement of limits

has been observed in the case of
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 .
CuW
Λ2 could not be

constrained from LEP bounds.
Now, we turn to the calculation of Z in the bins of pT12.

Looking at the pT12 distributions [in Fig. 5(a)], one can see
that the signal stands above the background in individual
bins (of pT12) spanning over a wide range of its value. One
can calculate the significance of signal in individual bins to
gather maximum information from the kinematics of the
forward jets. We present in Table IV, how the signal
significance changes along the bins of pT12 with different
dimension-6 operators with the values of their Wilson
coefficients set equal to 0.3 TeV−2 with an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The values of Z, in the same
bins of pT12, are also presented in the same table, with
C
Λ2 ≃ −0.3 TeV−2. Such values ofZ will help us understand
the effect of interference of new physics with the SM.
The following points emerge from Table IV:
(i) For Oð1Þ

Hq and Oð3Þ
Hq, nonsymmetric cut efficiencies as

a function of C
Λ2 (see Fig. 4) lead to the significance,

Z, having different sensitivity to positive and neg-

ative values of C
Λ2. For example, the operator Oð3Þ

Hq

which interferes destructively with the SM signal
significance improves appreciably while calculated

with Cð3Þ
Hq=TeV

−2 < 0 in comparison to its values

calculated with Cð3Þ
Hq=TeV

−2 > 0, whereas for a

constructively interfering operator Oð1Þ
Hq, a higher

signal significance can be achieved always with

Cð1Þ
Hq=TeV

−2 > 0. The signal cross section driven by
OuW does not show such sensitivity to the sign of its
Wilson coefficient, as it does not interfere with
the SM.

(ii) Z decreases monotonically along bins of increasing

pT12 for the operators,O
ð3Þ
Hq andO

ð1Þ
Hq, while forOuW,

Z steadily increases with pT12. Significance, in each
bin, is the joint outcome of how the SM and BSM

contributions have their own pT12 dependence and
what their interplay is. Any cross section in hadronic
collision is a convolution of the partonic cross
section with parton distribution functions (PDFs).
PDFs decrease with increasing pT12 (higher colli-
sional energy). The signal rate at the parton level

either remains nearly independent of pT12 (for O
ð1Þ
Hq

andOð3Þ
Hq) or increases (forOuW) at a higher rate than

the decrement of PDFs. Thus, in the latter case,
enhancement of the EFT contribution with higher
energy (pT12) always improves the significance in
high pT12 bins.

So far, we have presented the signal significance for a
fixed integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. However, we
would also like to explore the luminosity required to obtain
3σ exclusion limits on Ci

Λ2. To estimate the required
luminosity, we have once again used the number of signal
events in bins of pT12, each of width 50 GeV, covering a
range of 100–500 GeV for achieving 3σ significance as a
function of the Wilson coefficient. This is shown for three
operators in Fig. 8(a)–8(c). The vertical dotted dashed lines
on each panel represent the intervals of Ci

Λ2, which can be
explored or ruled out at 3σ, with an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb−1, marked by a horizontal line on each panel.
One can directly read from Fig. 8 the minimum lumi-

nosity required for signal with a given value of the Wilson
coefficient, to be greater than 3σ fluctuation of background.
Let us recall the 3σ limits on C

Λ2 obtained by comparing the

total cross section of the signal to background.
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 has been
constrained between −0.90 and 0.45 TeV−2 (see Fig. 7)
with 3000 fb−1 of data. However, Fig. 8(a) tells us that a
calculation of significance (with the same luminosity)
in the pT12 bin of 100–150 GeV could impose a
more severe limit of ð−0.29∶0.21Þ TeV−2 on the same

coupling. Similarly, the allowed region for
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 becomes
ð−0.09∶0.15Þ TeV−2, from the signal significance in the
pT12 bin of 100–150 GeV. Finally, the allowed region for
CuW

Λ2 becomes ð−0.12∶0.12Þ TeV−2 calculated in the pT12

bin of 450–500 GeV. A comparison of the two above

TABLE IV. Variation of signal significance, Z [calculated using Eq. (7) along the bins of pT12 of the tagging
forward jet pair with positive and negative values of Wilson coefficients.

Bin (GeV)
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 ¼ 0.3ð−0.3Þ TeV−2 Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 ¼ 0.3ð−0.3Þ TeV−2 CuW

Λ2 ¼ 0.3ð−0.3Þ TeV−2

150–200 3.57 (2.01) 5.35 (9.03) 2.61
200–250 2.43 (1.67) 4.07 (7.0) 3.32
250–300 2.28 (1.32) 3.68 (4.7) 4.19
300–350 1.65 (1.09) 2.45 (3.84) 4.45
350–400 1.54 (0.92) 2.57 (3.35) 5.53
400–450 1.39 (0.78) 2.15 (3.18) 5.95
450–500 1.24 (0.49) 1.94 (2.65) 6.32
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methods, thus, emphasizes the usefulness of sensitivity
information in individual bins of pT12. This guides us to the
most profitable bins in looking for effects of SMEFT.
We have presented our results assuming one nonzero

dimension-6 operator at a time. Before closing this section,
let us discuss in brief the effect of two nonzero dimension-6
operators on the expected sensitivity to the signal. In Fig. 9,

we have marked the regions in blue in the CuW
Λ2 − Cð3Þ

Hq

Λ2 plane,
where a signal significance of 3 or more can be achieved. If
no deviation is observed in the VBF Higgs production, we
can obtain an upper limit on the Wilson coefficients at 2σ
confidence level, which yields bounds on the Wilson
coefficients at the 95% C.L. as shown in the yellow shaded
region. A similar plot has been presented in the same figure

with nonzero values of
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 and
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 . For both the plots, any

possible pair of values of the relevant couplings chosen
from the blue region results in a signal away from 0 by at
least 3 standard deviations. The correlation between the
couplings shown in the plots can be understood by looking
at the expression for the signal cross section in the case

when CuW and Cð3Þ
Hq are taken nonzero at the same time:

σðCuW; C
ð3Þ
HqÞ ¼ 0.653þ 0.27

�
CuW

Λ2

�
2

þ 0.167

�
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2

�
2

− 0.391

�
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2

�
: ð8Þ

For negative values of Cð3Þ
Hq, the interference term (linear

in Cð3Þ
Hq) adds to the quadratic ðCð3Þ

HqÞ2 term, and a relatively

FIG. 8. Required integrated luminosity at 14 TeV for achieving a 3σ significance in bins of pT12 as a function of Wilson coefficients of

operators (a)
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 , (b)
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 , and (c) CuW
Λ2 . The different colored bands signify bins of pT12 each of width 50 GeV.
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smaller CuW can achieve 3σ signal significance. On the

other hand, for Cð3Þ
Hq=TeV

2 > 0, this destructive interference

between the SM and Oð3Þ
Hq will be compensated by both

ðCuWÞ2 and ðCð3Þ
HqÞ2 terms, meaning that the 1

Λ4 contribution
helps to achieve a 3σ (or more) signal significance. The

interval j CuW
Λ2 j> 0.22 TeV−2 and j C

ð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 j> 0.15 TeV−2 cor-
responds to a cross section of VBF Higgs production in the
diphoton channel that is 7% away from the SM.

Similarly, in the
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 −
Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 plane, a correlation exists

between the two. For Cð1Þ
Hq=TeV

2 < 0, the nature of its
destructive interference with SM will be outweighed by

the strong interference of Cð3Þ
Hq in this range, and until

Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 < −1 TeV−2, its quadratic dependence takes over and

adds to the total rate of the process. For Cð1Þ
Hq=TeV

2 > 0,
although it interacts constructively with SM, the VBF

process is more sensitive to Cð3Þ
Hq, and its destructive

interference asks for a greater value of cð1ÞHq.
The above-mentioned pair of coefficients allows a
region of parameter space which has, for instance, at
cð1ÞHq

Λ2 ¼ 0.4 TeV−2, Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 ¼ −0.2 TeV−2, a cross section 6%
away from the SM value.
One can also check the effect of two operator couplings

varying at the same time while estimating the signal
significance in individual bins of pT12. For instance, with
3000 fb−1 data, a 3σ difference can be achieved with CuW

Λ2 ¼
�0.23 TeV−2 (while keeping the values of other couplings
to zero) in the pT12 bin of 300–350 GeV [see Fig. 8(c)]. The

effect of turning on Cð3Þ
Hq along with CuW can be easily

understood from Eq. (8). With negativeCð3Þ
Hq, a 3σ effect can

easily be achieved in the same bin with a smaller value of
CuW

Λ2 than 0.23 TeV−2.
All the results involving the dimension-6 operators,

presented above, have been derived on the basis of LO
estimation of cross section. To this end, we would like to
comment on the possible inclusion of NLO QCD correc-
tions to the new physics cross sections. We have estimated
the NLO QCD corrected cross section for the VBF process

involving the operators Oð1Þ
Hq and Oð3Þ

Hq which are available
within the SMEFT@NLO [51] package. The following
inferences can be drawn from our analysis. First, the
total cross section at the NLO, as compared to LO, always
goes up by the order 12%–25%. The k factors for the
VBF process, calculated (from the total cross section)

including Oð1Þ
Hq and Oð3Þ

Hq operators, are 1.12 and 1.25,

respectively, assuming Ci

Λ2 ¼ 0.3 TeV−2. Furthermore, the
overall orientation and shapes of the distributions ðpT12Þ
are not significantly altered. Thus, our LO estimates are
conservative in nature. We have also checked that uncer-
tainty in the cross section due to factorization and renorm-
alization scale choice at NLO is less than a percent when
we change the scale from mh to mh

2
. The differential k

factors for both the operators are always greater than 1,
becoming larger at high pT12 bins, reaching 1.25 and 1.29

in pT12 bins of 400–450 GeV, for Cð1Þ
Hq and Cð3Þ

Hq, respec-
tively. In cases in which the interference with the SM is
constructive (depending on the sign of the Wilson coef-
ficient of the operator), the bin-by-bin distinguishability
with the pure SM contributions improves in most bins when
NLO effects are included. In case of destructive interfer-
ence, the distinguishability (from the SM) is adversely
affected in the bins ranging from 150 to 350 GeV. However,
there are always several bins where a significance above 3σ
have been achieved with NLO cross section. In general,

FIG. 9. Projections for a 3σ signal significance in blue shaded regions in the parameter space in (a) CuW

Λ2 − Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 and (b)
Cð1Þ
Hq

Λ2 − Cð3Þ
Hq

Λ2 planes
with 3000 fb−1 data at 14 TeV run of the LHC. The 2σ level approximating the 95% confidence-level exclusion bounds are shown in
yellow shaded regions.
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high-pT regions give better distinguishability on the inclu-
sion of NLO effects.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have considered the effects of some illustrative
dimension-6 operators involving interaction of two quarks,
Higgs field and a gauge boson and studied their potential
effects on Higgs production via the vector boson fusion
channel at theLargeHadronCollider. To beginwith,we have
obtained the upper limits on the Wilson coefficients of the
aforementioned operators by a simple unitarity analysis of
the process qq → hZ, qq → hW. The values of the Wilson
coefficients used in our analysis are consistent with all the
erstwhile experimental results including weak universality,
electroweak precision tests, and LHCdata. Parametrizing the
strength of the new interactions by the coefficients

CiðCð1Þ
Hq; C

ð3Þ
Hq; CuWÞ, after a detailed cut-based Monte Carlo

analysis, we study how the efficiencies of different accep-
tance cuts are altered for various values of Ci.
The final state considered in our study is a diphoton in

association with two forward jets. We have utilized the jet
kinematics to distinguish the signal from background. Our
analysis does not depend on any particular decay mode of
the Higgs boson. To be more specific, we find that the
presence of these dimension-6 operators would result in
harder pT spectra of the two forward jets. Consequently,
harder pT12 spectra will emerge on the inclusion of the
effective operators discussed here. The present analysis has
revealed a region in the pT12 − Δηjj phase space where the
cases in the presence of dimension-6 operators along with
the SM are populated with highly energetic jets and less
separated in the rapidity direction. These regions define the
new corners of phase space where the SM is highly
depleted. Particularly, the operator with explicit momentum
dependence affects the rapidity between the two leading
jets and enhances their transverse momenta, most promi-
nently. The other two operators that interfere with the SM
also show similar effects to a lesser extent.

The VBF Higgs signal can be mimicked by processes
like Higgs boson production with two jets via gluon fusion
and non-Higgs background like dijet production with
diphoton. With these backgrounds constituting nearly
80% of the true SM VBF cross section, we have com-
puted the significance of our signal in two different ways:
(i) by comparing the total cross section of signal and
background and (ii) by comparing the signal and back-
ground event rates in the bins of pT12. Significant improve-
ment has been observed in obtaining 3σ limits on C

Λ2 when
significance calculation has been done in separate bins of
pT12. The projected 3σ upper limits for integrated lumi-
nosity of 3000 fb−1 from our analysis seem to be more
restrictive than bounds coming from precision electroweak
observables.
Several other kinematic observables can also be con-

structed out of the forward jets. We have specifically
checked that in distributions of (i) the azimuthal angle
difference of leading jet pairs, (ii) η centrality, and (iii) pT
difference of leading jet pair distribution sufficient mod-
ifications to SM predictions can be observed with moderate
values of Wilson coefficients of these higher-dimensional
operators. A study including these additional kinematic
variables and their possible correlation, by going beyond
the standard cut-based approach, will be reported in a
follow-up study where other Higgs decay channels are also
being taken into account.
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